We identify and characterize compact dwarf starburst (CDS) galaxies in the RE-SOLVE survey, a volume-limited census of galaxies in the local universe, to probe whether this population contains any residual "blue nuggets," a class of intensely starforming compact galaxies first identified at high redshift z. Our 50 low-z CDS galaxies are defined by dwarf masses (stellar mass M * < 10 9.5 M ), compact bulged-disk or spheroid-dominated morphologies (using a quantitative criterion, µ ∆ > 8.6), and specific star formation rates above the defining threshold for high-z blue nuggets (log SSFR [Gyr −1 ] > −0.5). Across redshifts, blue nuggets exhibit three defining properties: compactness relative to contemporaneous galaxies, abundant cold gas, and formation via compaction in mergers or colliding streams. Those with halo mass below M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M may in theory evade permanent quenching and cyclically refuel until the present day. Selected only for compactness and starburst activity, our CDS galaxies generally have M halo 10 11.5 M and gas-to-stellar mass ratio 1. Moreover, analysis of archival DECaLS photometry and new 3D spectroscopic observations for CDS galaxies reveals a high rate of photometric and kinematic disturbances suggestive of dwarf mergers. The SSFRs, surface mass densities, and number counts of CDS galaxies are compatible with theoretical and observational expectations for redshift evolution in blue nuggets. We argue that CDS galaxies represent a maximally-starbursting subset of traditional compact dwarf classes such as blue compact dwarfs and blue E/S0s. We conclude that CDS galaxies represent a low-z tail of the blue nugget phenomenon formed via a moderated compaction channel that leaves open the possibility of disk regrowth and evolution into normal disk galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
The first observations of a class of compact massive (M * 10 11 M ) elliptical galaxies with oblate morphologies and suppressed star formation rates at redshift z ∼ 2 − 3 (van Dokkum et al. 2008; Ilbert et al. 2010 ) posed an evolutionary mystery. These galaxies, known as "red nuggets" (Damjanov et al. 2009; Newman et al. 2010) , are extraordinarily compact, with radii up to ∼ 5 times smaller than typical galaxies of comparable mass in the low-z universe (Trujillo et al. 2007; Toft et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2014) . Their abundance at high z, contrasted with the scarcity of such dense early-type galaxies today, rules out simple monolithic models of galaxy formation (e.g., Eggen et al. 1962) , since such models do not allow for significant structural evolution following initial galaxy assembly (van Dokkum et al. 2008) . Their compactness also rules out gas-poor major merger models, since nondissipative events preferentially scatter pre-existing stars to larger orbital radii, "puffing up" rather than compacting the resulting object (Naab et al. 2007; Naab & Ostriker 2009 ). The first observations of likely progenitors (Barro et al. 2013) pointed to massive gas-rich compact starbursts capable of rapid quenching.
In response to these observations, Dekel & Burkert (2014) proposed that a new class of ultra-compact, starforming galaxies known as "blue nuggets" could be the evolutionary progenitors of red nuggets. Using a toy model, Dekel & Burkert describe how blue nuggets could form via "fast-track growth" channels driven by extreme gas inflow from smooth cosmic streams or gas-rich mergers. The gas inflow episodes ignite a chain of events that culminates in violent disk instability, contraction, and rapid star formation, which continues as long as the rate of dissipative gas inflow exceeds the rate of gas depletion by star formation in the central regions of the galaxy. Dekel & Burkert (2014) postulate that once blue nuggets run out of gas, they undergo inside-out quenching while maintaining their extreme compactness, making them suitable red nugget progenitors. The fraction of galaxies that become blue nuggets depends strongly on the fraction of cold gas and young stellar mass with respect to total baryonic mass, f c , a parameter that decreases dramatically over cosmic time. Dekel & Burkert (2014) show that at f c 0.5, the blue nugget fraction is approximately ∼ 0.4, compared to a dramatically smaller blue nugget fraction of ∼ 0.02 at f c 0.2.
Following up on the toy model of Dekel & Burkert (2014) , cosmological simulations by Zolotov et al. (2015) , Ceverino et al. (2015) , and Tacchella et al. (2016) verified that gas-rich mergers favorably produce star-forming remnants with ultra-compact cores as a result of the dissipative nature of the inflowing gas, which allows for angular momentum loss (Khochfar & Silk 2006; Hopkins et al. 2008) . Indeed, star-forming galaxies consistent with the predictions of these simulations and of Dekel & Burkert (2014) had been previously observed (e.g., by Barro et al. 2013; Patel et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2014) . Moreover, the rapid appearance of a red sequence on a timescale of ∼ 0.7 Gyr, as observed by Barro et al. (2013) , is consistent with a population of galaxies experiencing dramatic fast-track growth followed by absolute quenching.
Evolution from the blue nugget phase to the red nugget phase may be accompanied by evolution in morphology. Cos-mological simulations by Ceverino et al. (2015) and Tomassetti et al. (2016) suggest that torques induced by the dark matter (DM) halo during the gas compaction phase of blue nugget formation create M * < 10 9.5 M objects elongated by formation along dominant large-scale filaments. These prolate objects rotate along their minor axes, then later evolve into oblate objects as part of the transition to selfgravitating, quenched red nuggets. Possibly consistent with such a morphological transition, analyses of projected ellipticities of star-forming galaxies at z > 1 by Law et al. (2012) , Chang et al. (2013) , and van der Wel et al. (2014) suggest that the fraction of oblate galaxies with M * < 10 10.5 M increases with cosmic time, while the fraction of prolate galaxies with M * ∼ 10 8.5 − 10 9.5 M steadily decreases following z ∼ 1 − 2.
The morphological evolution of blue nuggets is potentially complicated by successive cycles of compaction and temporary quenching episodes prior to absolute quenching and morphological transformation. The high-z simulations of Ceverino et al. (2015) , as studied in Tacchella et al. (2016) , indicate that this "self-regulated evolution" will continue so long as there is a fresh supply of gas to replenish central star formation and ultimately tends toward a red nugget when hot halo quenching dominates above halo virial mass M vir ∼ 10 11.5 M , corresponding to a stellar mass of M * ∼ 10 9.5−10 M (e.g., Eckert et al. 2016) . Tacchella et al. suggest full quenching will likely occur above this halo mass (except in the z > 3 regime of penetrating cold streams) as the gas replenishment time starts to exceed the depletion time. In keeping with these results, an earlier analysis of the same simulations by Zolotov et al. (2015) found that lower-mass blue nuggets are not fully quenched and may continue cyclic blue nugget phases to intermediate and low redshifts. Thus, starbursts are permanently quenched earlier for more massive galaxies and later for less massive galaxies -a.k.a. star-formation "downsizing" (Cowie et al. 1996 )because massive galaxy halos more quickly reach a threshold halo mass for suppression of a fresh gas supply by stable shock heating of halo gas. Although lower-mass blue nuggets exhibit lower star formation rates and mass densities than higher-mass blue nuggets, Zolotov et al. (2015) still classify them as blue nuggets because of their formation via gas-rich compaction events (fast-track growth).
The possibility of a residual "tail" of the high-z blue nugget phenomenon persisting to lower redshifts is also suggested by observations. Fang et al. (2013) describe compact star-forming and quenched galaxies with M * 10 9.75 M at low redshifts z < 0.075, and both Dekel & Burkert (2014) and Zolotov et al. (2015) discuss these objects as low-z blue and red nuggets based on their compactness and star formation. Relative to the original high-z blue nuggets reported in Barro et al. (2013) , the Fang et al. (2013) objects are generally less massive, less compact, and less vigorously star-forming. More recently, Wang et al. (2018) have described a population of compact star-forming galaxies with M * 10 9.5 M at z 0.05 that appear to be in the midst of quenching to form red nuggets, based on evidence of depressed gas content. At still lower stellar masses, the observational analysis of van der Wel et al. (2014) suggests that the fraction of prolate galaxies with M * 10 9.5 M , i.e., potential blue nuggets in the regime of self-regulated evolution by cyclic fueling, decreases dramatically from z = 2 to z = 0 but is non-vanishing at z = 0. If blue nuggets truly persist as a residual population all the way to z ∼ 0 as these observations suggest, then per Dekel & Burkert (2014) and Zolotov et al. (2015) , they are defined by the gas-rich compaction formation process and are not necessarily expected to produce red nuggets in the cyclic refueling regime below M * ∼ 10 9.5 M . Additionally, Dekel & Burkert (2014) and Zolotov et al. (2015) find that as the cosmic gas inventory evolves, the fast-track growth channel becomes less intense. Thus, while three properties should characterize low-z blue nuggets by definition -compactness relative to contemporaneous galaxies, an upper halo mass limit of M vir ∼ 10 11.5 M (Tacchella et al. 2016) , and formation via gas-rich mergers or other intense gas-compaction channels -their future evolution may not always involve red nugget formation.
With this context, the z ∼ 0 "Fueling Diagram" of Stark et al. (2013) presents some interesting parallels with the blue nugget story. The Fueling Diagram is a plot of global H 2 /HI gas mass ratio versus "blue centeredness," a metric of recent central starburst activity. Building on the prior identification of blue centeredness with merger-or interaction-driven gas inflows by Kannappan et al. (2004) , Stark et al. (2013) argue that the triangular locus of galaxies in the Fueling Diagram reflects cycles of gas-rich merging, gas depletion/feedback, and fresh gas accretion. In particular, two of the sides of the triangle, representing post-merger gas depletion and refueling, are primarily populated by blue E/S0s and blue compact dwarfs (BCDs). Patterns of total gas content and stellar population age along these two sides suggest an evolutionary route characterized by rapid, gas-rich merger-driven star formation, gas depletion, and disk regrowth. Even with the reduced fresh gas inventory of the present-day universe, this pattern naturally prompts comparison between the evolutionary cycles of blue nuggets and low-z blue E/S0s and BCDs.
To our knowledge, there has been no dedicated investigation of blue nuggets in the abundant gas fueling regime below M * ∼ 10 9.5 M at z ∼ 0. This paper seeks to identify candidate blue nuggets among z ∼ 0 compact, starbursting dwarf galaxies and determine:
(i) whether they in fact qualify as blue nuggets based on their compactness, halo masses/gas richness, and formation mechanisms, (ii) how their numbers and properties align with redshift trends predicted by Dekel & Burkert (2014) and Zolotov et al. (2015) , (iii) to what extent their morphological and kinematic properties favor formation via gas-rich mergers vs. colliding gas streams, with implications for how evolutionary trajectories of low-z blue nuggets compare to those of high-z blue nuggets, and (iv) how these compact starburst galaxies, and especially any residual blue nuggets among them, relate to other classes of compact star-forming dwarf galaxies at z ∼ 0.
To answer these questions, we employ the REsolved Spectroscopy Of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) Survey 1 , a volume-limited census of galaxies in the local universe whose 1 https://resolve.astro.unc.edu/ high completeness down to baryonic masses ∼10 9.2 M is ideal for identifying and characterizing low-z blue nuggets over a dex lower in stellar mass than those in the Wang et al. (2018) sample. In §2 we describe the RESOLVE survey and its data, identify 50 compact dwarf starburst (CDS) galaxies within RESOLVE by criteria suitable for finding low-z blue nuggets, and introduce additional supporting data (archival DECaLS imaging and new 3D spectroscopy) used in our analysis. In §3 we discuss our methods for identifying evidence of recent mergers with DECaLS imaging as well as our analysis of the 3D spectroscopic data, including reduction of velocity fields, continuum maps, and Hα line flux maps. In §4 we first assess whether our low-z CDS galaxies may in fact be residual low-z blue nuggets based on their numbers, environments, gas richness, compactness, and starburst activity, then examine morphological and kinematic signatures of formation by either gas-rich mergers or colliding streams to constrain the roles of these two mechanisms of compaction at z ∼ 0. In §5 we discuss what our results imply about evolution in the fast-track growth channel itself, and we relate CDS galaxies to alternately-selected classes of low-z compact star-forming galaxies, such as BCDs, blue E/S0s, and green peas, to put their evolution in context within the broader story of star-formation downsizing and fast-track growth. Finally, we summarize our findings in §6.
We assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 for distance measurements and other derived quantities in this work.
DATA

The RESOLVE Survey
For this work, we use the RESOLVE (REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE) survey, a volume-limited census of mass in stars, cold gas, and dark matter for a statistically complete subset of the z ∼ 0 galaxy population (Kannappan & Wei 2008; Eckert et al. 2015 Eckert et al. , 2016 Eckert et al. , 2017 Stark et al. 2016) . As a result of its volume-limited nature (see Figure 1 ), RESOLVE is ideal for examining the properties of the full low-z CDS population without the statistical completeness corrections necessary for flux-limited surveys. Moreover, the low mass floor of RESOLVE allows us to probe the stellar mass regime below M * < 10 9.5 M , predicted to characterize low-z blue nuggets in the gas-rich refueling regime.
Full Survey Definition and Ancillary Data
RESOLVE covers two equatorial strips, denoted RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, bounded in Local Group-corrected velocity V LG = 4500 − 7000 km s −1 and together enclosing ∼ 52, 100 Mpc 3 of the z ∼ 0 universe . To avoid situations where peculiar velocities may affect survey membership, group (rather than individual) redshifts are used to decide final survey membership. RESOLVE is contained within the SDSS footprint and uses the SDSS redshift survey to build survey membership as well as additional redshifts from archival sources and new observations (see Eckert et al. 2015, and references therein) .
As shown in Kannappan et al. (2013) and Eckert et al. (2016) , RESOLVE-A is complete down to absolute r -band magnitude M r,tot = −17.33, which enables a baryonic mass completeness limit of M bary ∼ 10 9.3 M and a stellar mass completeness limit of M * ∼ 10 8.9 M , where M bary is the combined mass of cold gas and stars. For the slightly deeper RESOLVE-B, the luminosity completeness limit of M r,tot = −17.0 enables a baryonic mass completeness limit of M bary ∼ 10 9.1 M and a stellar mass completeness limit of M * ∼ 10 8.7 M . These stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits are defined to include the full natural scatter in mass-to-light ratios (Eckert et al. 2016) . We define the floor of the RESOLVE survey by its r-band absolute magnitude limits but add in the handful of galaxies fainter than these limits with estimated M bary above the baryonic mass completeness limits, consistent with the 21 cm targeting strategy for the RESOLVE HI census .
RESOLVE employs custom reprocessed photometry from the UV through NIR as well as stellar masses calculated by spectral energy distribution modeling . Star formation rates are estimated from NUV and NIR observations from GALEX and WISE, respectively, using the calibrations of Buat et al. (2011 ), Wilkins et al. (2012 , and Jarrett et al. (2013) . HI masses and upper limits are obtained from deep, pointed observations with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes supplementing the blind 21 cm ALFALFA survey (Haynes et al. 2011) , as described in Stark et al. (2016) . In this paper we use gas masses M gas based on the HI mass cor-rected for helium, with missing or upper limit data filled in using photometric gas fractions as described in Eckert et al. (2015) . The RESOLVE HI census is ∼94% complete .
The RESOLVE group catalog was defined by Eckert et al. (2017) using the Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm as described in Berlind et al. (2006) . The brightest galaxy in the r band in each group is labeled the central, and all other galaxies are labeled satellites. We note that both peculiar velocities and FoF group identification may induce catastrophic errors in group membership and central/satellite designation. Group halo masses are assigned using halo abundance matching on the group-integrated r -band luminosity as described in Berlind et al. (2006) and Eckert et al. (2017) . Nearest neighbor distances are determined using the kd-tree algorithm of Maneewongvatana & Mount (1999) , "correcting" for peculiar velocities as described in Hood et al. (2018) by using the group catalog to suppress apparent lineof-sight distances within, but not between, groups.
Compact Dwarf Starburst (CDS) Galaxy Sample
Guided by observed and predicted redshift evolution trends for blue nuggets, we restrict our sample of RESOLVE galaxies to a region of parameter space containing compact starburst galaxies in the dwarf mass regime. Implementing selection criteria in stellar mass, morphology, and specific star formation rate (SSFR), we identify a sample of 50 CDS galaxies in the RESOLVE survey as follows:
• Theoretical study of blue nuggets (Ceverino et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016 ) and observations of prolate galaxies (van der Wel et al. 2014) have shown that hot halo quenching should begin to shut down cosmic gas accretion in lowredshift blue nuggets above stellar mass M * ∼ 10 9.5 M as this is the approximate stellar mass corresponding to a central galaxy in a halo of mass M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M . This stellar mass also corresponds to the upper limit of the dwarf galaxy regime at z ∼ 0, the "threshold scale" of Kannappan et al. (2013 , see also Kauffmann et al. 2003 and Geha et al. 2012 . We select galaxies below this stellar mass ceiling and above the observational survey floor described in §2.1.1. In this work, all comparison samples controlled on mass use the same stellar mass ceiling and observational survey floor. • As shown in high-z simulations, blue nuggets are expected to be compact, prolate ellipsoids. To select on morphology, we use the µ ∆ parameter developed by Kannappan et al. (2013) as a quantitative surrogate for Hubble type 2 . This parameter performs better than a simple concentration index (R 90 /R 50 ) at separating early-and late-type galaxies, as demonstrated by Moffett et al. (2015) . We also prefer µ ∆ to density metrics such as Σ e or Σ 1.5 since its contrast term better chooses galaxies with compact cores, as shown Top: Selected using the µ ∆ parameter as a surrogate for Hubble type, the compactness of CDS galaxies reflects the intense compaction events that have driven their starbursts. Middle:
The selection of log(SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) > −0.5, as in the Barro et al. (2013) high-redshift sample, ensures significant starbust activity. Bottom: The SSFR restriction implicitly requires that galaxies fall on the blue sequence, as shown. In all figures hereafter, the grayscale contours represent the 2D kernel density estimate (KDE) of all RESOLVE galaxies above the survey floor described in §2.1.2. The contour levels are drawn to correspond to the 10th, 20th, etc. percentiles of the probability density function. In the top and middle panels, the lowest level contour is suppressed for visual clarity.
in §4.1.2. Imposing a restriction of µ ∆ > 8.6 limits our sample to bulged-disk and spheroid-dominated galaxies with high degrees of concentration ( Figure 2 , top panel). • Blue nuggets are impressive starbursts as a result of the intense gas compaction in their centers. To select galaxies undergoing starbursts, we impose the same specific star formation rate limit as Barro et al. (2013) :
These selection criteria isolate a population of 50 CDS galaxies in RESOLVE. As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2 , our NUV-based SSFR restriction implicitly selects galaxies that fall on the blue side of the blue sequence, well below its upper edge as determined by Moffett et al. (2015) , de-extincted u − r < 1.5 for the mass range of interest. These galaxies' spectra are dominated by hydrogen Balmer series, doubly-ionized oxygen, and singly-ionized nitrogen emission features, with relatively low-level continuum light ( Figure 3 ). We find that our selection criteria implicitly select RESOLVE galaxies whose de-extincted central Hα fluxes lie in the upper ∼ 50 th percentile. Moreover, the frequent presence of doubly-ionized oxygen lines comparable to or stronger than Hβ likely implies low gas-phase metallicities (see Pettini & Pagel 2004) . A traditional BPT analysis does not reveal that any of these galaxies are AGN, but we note that their low metallicities and strong emission lines from star formation create a bias against AGN identification.
These selection criteria explicitly seek low-z blue nuggets, whose masses, stellar densities, and SSFRs are typically less than or equal to those of high-z blue nuggets. In §4 and §5 we will discuss blue nugget evolution with redshift, comparing our low-z CDS sample to high-z blue nugget samples.
DECaLS Data
We use photometry from Data Releases 7 (DR7) and 8 (DR8) of the Dark Energy Camera Legacy Survey (DE-CaLS) 3 to probe the frequency of likely recent mergers in our CDS sample versus a control sample (see §3.1 and §4.2.2). We also use DECaLS photometry to verify the E/S0 classifications of the blue E/S0 galaxies discussed in §4.1.2 and §5. DECaLS images have been previously calibrated by the DE-Cam Community Pipeline 4 before being processed by The Tractor (Lang et al. 2016) , which creates the probabilistically motivated models and residual images we use in §3.1 and §4.2.2. The Tractor approximates galaxy profiles with mixture-of-Gaussian models (Hogg & Lang 2013) which are fitted by χ 2 minimization. We inspect residual images, in addition to the photometry and models, in the DECaLS Sky Viewer 5 .
3D Spectroscopic Data
For this work, we use 3D spectroscopic data obtained from the Gemini South Multi-Object Spectrograph Integral Field 3) spectrum for the RESOLVE CDS galaxy rs1103 displaying strong Balmer series and [OIII] emission lines typical of CDS galaxy spectra. The strong Hα emission signifies intense star formation, which is selected for by our UV-and IR-based SSFR restriction. The even stronger [OIII] emission lines relative to Hβ and [NII] are likely indicative of metal-poor gas (Pettini & Pagel 2004) .
Unit (GMOS IFU), the SOAR Integral Field Spectrograph (SIFS), and the SOAR Adaptive Module Fabry-Perot (SAM FP). Both the GMOS IFU and SIFS use fiber-fed lenslet arrays to sample galaxy spectra at each lenslet position. Compared to the 1D velocity curves produced with traditional long-slit spectroscopy, integral field spectroscopy allows us to construct spatially-resolved velocity fields of extended objects by sampling object spectra at many discrete points. In a similar vein, the SAM FP uses an etalon to image a target at discrete wavelengths within a narrow spectral range. In comparison to IFU instruments, the SAM FP is able to sample at a higher spatial resolution at the expense of spectral range. A summary of the instrument setups used for this work is given in Table 1 . Eight CDS galaxies were observed, but we do not list or analyze the SIFS data for rs0380, which were unusable due to persistent cross-talk.
To extract spatially-resolved velocity and continuum information, we rely primarily upon the strong Hα emission line. Depending on the wavelength range of the instrument setup, we may also use the [NII] doublet, the [OIII] doublet, and Hβ. For full spatial coverage of the galaxy body, spatial tiling of exposures was necessary for the GMOS observations of rf0250 and rf0266.
From these observations, we obtain spatially resolved velocity fields, continuum maps, and Hα flux maps, as described in §3.2. These data serve as our primary probe of i) minor-axis rotation or multiple misaligned rotation components and ii) kinematically-confirmed merger evidence.
For the GMOS IFU data we have developed a Gemini reduction pipeline in order to transform the two-dimensional detector data into three-dimensional data cubes. For a description of the Gemini reduction, see Appendix A. Since we obtained the SIFS and SAM FP data in science verification (SV) time, the respective SV teams have performed the reduction for these data. The SAM FP reduction was per-formed as described in Mendes de Oliveira et al. (2017) , including calibrations analogous to the GMOS IFU reduction (e.g. bias subtraction, flat fielding, wavelength calibration, cosmic ray rejection, etc.). We subsequently performed astrometric calibration on the SAM FP data by matching field stars in the Aladin Sky Atlas desktop program (Bonnarel et al. 2000) . The SIFS data reduction was performed in a process largely analogous to the GMOS IFU reduction process. However, an additional calibration step was required to extract the fiber spectra due to the dense packing of information along the spatial direction on the CCD, which would otherwise lead to severe fiber "cross-talk" in the extracted spectra (Luciano Fraga, et al., in prep.) .
METHODS
To probe whether the gas-rich merger mechanism of blue nugget formation applies to CDS galaxies in the low-z universe, we use both (1) DECaLS imaging to assess the rate of evidence for recent mergers in the entire low-z CDS sample, and (2) follow-up 3D spectroscopy to examine the gas kinematics and continuum/Hα morphology, as well as to crosscheck the DECaLS merger classification, for a subset of seven CDS galaxies. In §3.1, we describe our classification of galaxies using DECaLS imaging and Tractor model residuals. In §3.2, we describe our extraction of spatially-resolved velocity fields, including how we assess multiple misaligned rotation axes, and our production of continuum and line flux maps.
Analysis of DECaLS Imaging
As a probe of the formation histories of CDS galaxies, we use by-eye classification of DECaLS DR7 images and model residuals to assign a binary merger/non-merger flag to RE-SOLVE galaxies in two samples: i) the CDS galaxy sample, and ii) a control sample consisting of the 125 RESOLVE galaxies obeying the CDS mass and morphology selection but falling short of the SSFRs required for CDS galaxies.
To perform the classification, we examine both images and model residuals, consulting the models as needed, looking for features indicative of recent mergers such as distinct nuclei and tidal streams. In many cases in both the CDS and control samples it is somewhat unclear whether the observed features are truly indicative of a recent merger. In these cases, the galaxies are flagged as "ambiguous" to distinguish them from clear classifications. This system of classification leads to four categories of galaxies illustrated in Figure 4 : unambiguous mergers, ambiguous mergers, ambiguous non-mergers, and unambiguous non-mergers. To compute statistics from these classifications, we assign each category a score of 1-4, where 1 corresponds to an unambiguous non-merger and 4 an unambiguous merger. To ensure the robustness of this by-eye method, two of the authors (MP and SK) performed the DR7 classifications independently. Any galaxies with scores differing by greater than one were independently revisited; only one required discussion to achieve convergence within a score difference of one. We take the average classification score for each galaxy to compute the statistics reported in this paper §4.2.2. As an independent check on the robustness of our results, another of the authors (DC) independently classified 1 2 3 4 the same galaxies using DR8 images and model residuals. These classifications yield consistent results, as described in §4.2.2.
Analysis of Spectroscopic Data Cubes
To further explore evidence for mergers and/or colliding gas streams in CDS galaxies, we analyze spectroscopic data cubes for features such as double nuclei and minor-axis rotation. A comparison of imaging and spectroscopy for a sample galaxy is shown in Figure 5 . We extract three key pieces of information from the 3D spectroscopic data: velocity fields, continuum maps, and Hα line flux maps. We use the mpfit algorithm (Markwardt 2009 ), translated into Python by 
Velocity Fields
The emission line radial velocity z is the product of internal rotation, peculiar motion, and cosmological redshift components:
Since we cannot disentangle peculiar and cosmological redshifts, we assume that the peculiar and cosmological terms can be consolidated as such:
where v hel is the recessional velocity of the galaxy in the heliocentric reference frame, taken from catalog redshift measurements as described in §2.1.1. Rearranging Equation 2, we calculate the internal rotation velocity as:
where z is obtained from the model Gaussian fit. We iteratively improve our measurement of v rot by remeasuring v hel as the average velocity in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region of the initial velocity map. As shown in Ceverino et al. (2015) and Tomassetti et al. (2016) , blue nuggets tend to display complicated rotation patterns, which are preferentially oriented along the minor axis. We observe both minor-axis rotation and multiple misaligned rotation components in our velocity fields ( §4.2.3). We have confirmed that the complex velocity features are real physical features as opposed to erroneous detections by careful investigation of the flat-fielding (see Appendix A). In addition, two galaxies were observed with both the GMOS IFU and SAM FP, yielding consistent results.
In order to methodically and reproducibly identify rotation axis directions in the velocity fields, we numerically identify the positions of the velocity field maxima and minima. For a given velocity field, we first mask the low-SNR spaxels before smoothing the field by convolving it with a 2D median filter with a kernel size of five spaxels. The smoothing both ensures that any high-frequency noise is filtered out and also further improves the SNR of the velocity field. To specify the direction of the dominant rotation pattern, we measure the spatial positions of the velocity field maxima and minima. Where a second component may be present, as in the case of the GMOS IFU observations of rf0250 and rf0266, we then mask the spaxels beyond the galaxy halflight radius and recalculate the positions of the smaller amplitude, inner galaxy velocity peaks to specify a second rotation direction. In Figure 5 the arrows indicating the galaxy rotation directions are drawn by eye, corresponding to the numerically-determined positions of the velocity peaks. The widths of the arrows are drawn arbitrarily to maximize visual clarity.
Continuum and Line Flux Maps
We use continuum maps from the follow-up 3D spectroscopic data to provide direct confirmation of some of the merger signatures seen in the DECaLS data. We simply determine the relative level of the continuum light from the vertical offset in our Gaussian line model.
The strong star formation in CDS galaxies also implies significant Hα flux. As a result, Hα flux maps are often more promising probes of detailed galaxy structure compared to the weaker continuum light maps. Also for data taken with the SAM FP, the instrument's narrow spectral range leads to a poor sampling of the continuum light.
RESULTS
The most basic question we seek to answer is whether some or all z ∼ 0 CDS galaxies qualify as blue nuggets based on halo mass/gas richness, compactness relative to contemporary galaxies, and formation by compaction. We also wish to compare CDS galaxy numbers and properties with expected blue nugget redshift evolution trends, and we aim to assess the relative importance of gas-rich mergers vs. colliding streams in forming these potential low-z blue nuggets. In §4.1 below, we examine properties of CDS galaxies such as environment, gas content, compactness, frequency, and SSFR distribution as probes of blue nugget status. In §4.2, we look for specific signatures of formation by either gasrich mergers or colliding gas streams -in particular, prolate structure, perturbed morphology (such as tidal streams and double nuclei), and unusual kinematics -both to verify formation by compaction and to assess the relative importance of its two main channels.
Could Compact Dwarf Starburst Galaxies Be
Low-z Blue Nuggets?
In this section we assess CDS galaxy halo masses/gas richness, compactness, frequency in the galaxy population, and specific star formation rates. Together, these results suggest our sample of CDS galaxies largely consists of low-z blue nuggets. We assess direct evidence for formation by compaction, another defining feature of blue nuggets, in §4.2.
Halo Masses, Gas Richness, and Neighbors
Dekel & Burkert (2014) define blue nuggets as compact starbursts forming via fast-track growth involving extreme gas accretion. Simulations (Tacchella et al. 2016 ) and observations (Barro et al. 2013 ) of blue nuggets suggest that while many of the properties of blue nuggets (such as number, mass, compactness, and star formation rate) should evolve with cosmic time, the halo mass above which hot-halo quenching shuts down efficient cosmic gas accretion should remain relatively fixed following z = 2-3. According to Dekel & Birnboim (2006) large-scale cold streams in cosmic filaments become too thick to pierce the hot gas in massive halos after z ∼ 3, and thereafter efficient cold gas accretion occurs solely in halos below M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M , where rapid halo gas cooling dominates over shock-heating independent of redshift. In fact, rapid gas cooling below M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M is a general feature of theoretical models (e.g., Lu et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013) and not just the cold-mode picture, consistent with observational results suggesting the dominance of both cold HI and WHIM gas below this critical halo mass (e.g., McGaugh et al. 2010; Stark et al. 2016) . As shown in Figure 7 (left panel), the majority of our low-z CDS galaxies occupy halos below M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M (∼86%) and/or have gas-dominated composition with atomic gas-to-stellar mass ratio M gas /M * > 1 (∼68%), consistent with expectations for blue nuggets. Seven CDS galaxies appear to lie in massive halos (M halo 10 11.5 M ), but all exhibit high M gas /M * 1, suggesting these seven objects may have only recently fallen into their groups, consistent with their high atomic-gas fractions, or may reflect group-finding errors (see §2.1.1). We find that ∼32% of CDS galaxies that occupy low-mass halos below the quenching threshold have M gas /M * < 1 based on our atomic gas data. Most are still gas rich, but perhaps ∼10% of CDS galaxies may be considered (atomic) gas poor. If these galaxies formed by compaction, they may be either molecular-gas dominated (see §5) or in depletion phases within the cycle of compaction and depletion.
We note that our CDS sample follows the same distribution of nearest neighbor distances as the general dwarf galaxy population in RESOLVE (with p = 0.28 in a twosample K-S test, Figure 7 , right panel). The median nearest neighbor distance for CDS galaxies is ∼0.96 Mpc compared to the general dwarf population median of ∼0.74 Mpc, suggesting that if anything, CDS galaxies are preferentially found in greater isolation. Moreover, 43 out of 50 CDS galaxies are centrals in low-mass halos. These results are compatible with their formation by either colliding gas streams or gas-rich mergers, where in the latter case the CDS galaxies are remnants of recent dwarf-dwarf mergers. For the seven that are satellites in massive halos, assuming they do not represent group-finding errors, similar formation scenarios may apply if they are on first infall (alternatively, they may represent ram-pressure confined starbursts as in Du et al. 2019 ). We will examine morphological and kinematic evidence to assess the gas-rich merger and colliding stream scenarios in §4.2.
Compactness
Blue nuggets are expected to be less compact at later epochs Burkert 2014 and Zolotov et al. 2015 ; see also Fang et al. 2013 ). Nevertheless, low-z blue nuggets are defined in part by extreme compactness relative to contemporaneous galaxies. Our sample selection has enforced compact- Figure 7 . Left: CDS galaxies in RESOLVE generally occupy halos below the hot halo quenching threshold of M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M and exhibit atomic gas-to-stellar mass ratios, M gas /M * , greater than unity. All but seven low-z CDS galaxies are the central galaxies (turquoise) in their halos; the rest are satellites (purple). The satellites are all highly gas rich, which may reflect recent infall into their groups or may indicate group-finding errors (see §2.1.1). Grayscale contours are drawn to correspond to the 10th, 20th, etc. percentiles of the probability density function. Right: Distribution of CDS nearest-neighbor distances revealing that they exist in environments similar to those of other dwarf galaxies, with if anything slightly larger nearest-neighbor distances.
ness only generically, with a threshold in µ ∆ corresponding to bulged-disk and spheroid morphologies ( §2.1.2). Thus, it is worthwhile to assess whether our final CDS sample is in fact notably compact with respect to contemporaneous RE-SOLVE galaxies in the mass-size relation, and to what extent our CDS galaxies have reduced compactness compared to high-z blue nuggets as expected.
As shown in Figure 8 , the mass-size relation for our CDS sample (turquoise and purple dots and dotted line) forms a tight locus on the lower edge of the mass-size distribution for star-forming dwarf galaxies in general (red triangles and red contours). The general comparison sample is selected to have dwarf masses and high SSFRs just like the CDS sample but allows any value of µ ∆ . The tightness of the CDS mass-size relation clearly reflects the µ ∆ selection, since the mass and SSFR criteria alone do not favor compactness. We find no difference in the compactness distributions of central and satellite CDS galaxies (as distinguished in Figure 7 and Figure 8 ), albeit the number of satellites is small.
Anticipating §5, where we will compare our candidate low-z blue nuggets to other low-z compact starburst populations, Figure 8 also highlights RESOLVE's blue E/S0 galaxies (E/S0s located on the blue sequence as defined by Moffett et al. 2015) , which partially overlap the CDS sample but display greater range in mass and compactness (potentially reflecting a wider range of evolutionary states; see §5). At the high-mass end of their mass range, blue E/S0s are the galaxies that most closely approach the mass-size line equivalent to the surface density cut used by Barro et al. (2013) to select high-z blue nuggets (solid black line in Figure 8 ). However, no galaxy in the complete, volume-limited RE-SOLVE survey crosses this line. The failure of low-z galaxies to meet this threshold is consistent with the cosmic time evolution of compactness seen by Barro et al. (2013) , who find that galaxies below M * ∼ 10 10 M evolve toward lower surface densities with redshift. Moreover, Zolotov et al. (2015) Figure 7 ) with subpopulations marked, revealing the small sizes at fixed mass (high densities) of our CDS sample (centrals as turquoise dots and satellites as purple dots) relative to the general population of high-SSFR dwarfs selected without any µ ∆ morphology restriction (red triangles and contours). The low-z CDS mass-size relation (dotted line fit) is tighter and significantly offset toward the edge of the general sample distribution. Some subpopulations such as blue E/S0 galaxies (light pink squares; further discussed in §5) overlap the CDS sample with scatter to even higher (and lower) compactness. Note however that we show blue E/S0s extending above the CDS mass cutoff (vertical black dash-dotted line, see §4.1.2), where the general RESOLVE masssize distribution also becomes slightly more compact. Notably, no part of the z ∼ 0 galaxy population reaches the mass-size relation implied by the surface density selection of Barro et al. (2013) , indicated by the solid black line.
have shown in simulations that less massive galaxies tend to compact to lower densities than their high-mass counterparts. Although the least massive galaxy they simulate is more massive than any of our low-z CDS galaxies, the lower density of RESOLVE CDS galaxies appears consistent with the general trends discussed in Zolotov et al. (2015) and Dekel & Burkert (2014) as well as the observations of Fang et al. (2013) . Likewise, the fact that the highest density blue E/S0s in Figure 8 have M * in the giant galaxy regime is in line with the results of Barro et al. (2013) , who find that across redshifts, more massive galaxies are able to achieve greater compactness. By design, our CDS galaxies have been selected with extreme compactness in mind. Although the low-z CDS sample fails to reach the surface density threshold used to identify high-z blue nuggets by Barro et al. 2013 (as seen in Figure 8 ), we find that our CDS galaxies have 0.7 dex higher surface mass densities than other RESOLVE dwarfs. This compactness relative to contemporaneous dwarfs is consistent with being possible low-z blue nuggets.
To further explore the compactness of our sample with different density metrics, we carry out an analysis similar to that presented in Barro et al. (2017) . We compare three density metrics, as respectively defined in Barro et al. (2013) , Barro et al. (2017) , and Kannappan et al. (2013) :
The left column of Figure 9 shows SSFR plotted against these three metrics. Following Barro et al. (2017) , we also calculate and plot residual SFRs (relative to the Main Sequence) and residual density metrics (relative to quiescent galaxy density metric-mass relations). Barro et al. (2017) refer to these quantities as ∆SFR, ∆Σ e , etc. We describe the calculation of these quantities in detail in Appendix C and plot them in the right column of Figure 9 . Figure 9 demonstrates that our selection for µ ∆ > 8.6 corresponds to effective cutoffs in Σ 1.5 and Σ e space. We note that ∆µ ∆ yields a wider distribution of points compared to the other density metrics, indicating greater sensitivity to density contrasts in galaxy cores and envelopes. Using ∆Σ e we can compare to the redshift evolution observed by Barro et al. (2013) and depicted in Figure 7 of Barro et al. (2017) . We find that our z ∼ 0 CDS galaxies have shifted rightward to higher values of ∆Σ e + log A roughly as expected based on these previous observations (blue arrow).
Frequency in the General Galaxy Population
For the CDS sample in RESOLVE, we find a median stellar mass of M * = 10 8.95 M , albeit with an enforced stellar mass ceiling of M * = 10 9.5 M based on theoretical expectations ( §2.1.2). Comparison with the mass-unrestricted blue E/S0 sample in Figure 8 suggests at most a small tail of compact starbursts persist to higher masses. Thus, we believe our sample contains nearly all of the low-z blue nuggets in RESOLVE, and their low stellar masses are consistent with the theoretical expectations of blue nugget redshift evolution (Zolotov et al. 2015) .
In their toy model for blue nugget formation and evolution, Dekel & Burkert (2014) show that the fraction of galaxies in the blue nugget phase may be analytically estimated from the fraction of cold baryonic mass. From the equations laid out in their §3.2, roughly ∼5% of z ∼ 0 galaxies with M halo < 10 11.5 M and M * ∼ 10 9.5 M should experience compaction events characteristic of blue nuggets. Our 50-galaxy CDS sample constitutes ∼5.3% of the 965 dwarf galaxies (defined by M * < 10 9.5 M ) in the volume-limited RESOLVE survey, which is naturally dwarf-dominated and complete to M * ∼ 10 8.8 M with slightly variable depth beyond that, as described in §2.1.1. The 43 CDS galaxies with assigned M halo < 10 11.5 M constitute ∼6% of the 728 dwarf galaxies in similarly low-mass halos, and of those 43, the 27 with gas-to-stellar mass ratios >1 constitute ∼4% of the 728. Thus, we conclude that the frequency of CDS galaxies -or alternatively, of the most blue-nugget-like galaxies among CDS galaxies -is order-of-magnitude consistent with theoretical expectations for the frequency of blue nuggets at z ∼ 0, although with our small sample we cannot compare strictly analogous quantities.
Specific Star Formation Rates
Both theoretical (Zolotov et al. 2015) and observational (Barro et al. 2013; Fang et al. 2013 ) studies of blue nuggets have shown that the peaks of their SSFR distributions evolve downward over cosmic time, reflecting star-formation downsizing. Nonetheless, to select the most intensely starforming galaxies in RESOLVE, we implemented the same SSFR floor as used previously in high-z blue nugget studies: log(SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) > −0.5 (e.g., Barro et al. 2013) . With this choice (which we will revisit below), the resulting RESOLVE CDS SSFR distribution overlaps the lower end of SSFRs observed for the Barro et al. high-z sample: whereas the high-z blue nugget sample has median log (SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) ∼ 0.1, our low-z CDS galaxies exhibit median log (SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) ∼ −0.27, nearly 0.4 dex lower. The lower SSFRs of the CDS sample relative to the high-z sample reflect the star-formation downsizing effect and suggest decreasing intensity in the fast-track growth phenomenon.
At the same time, the low-z fast mode is somewhat more intense than might be expected: while Barro et al. (2013) find that high-z blue nuggets exhibit, on average, SS-FRs about ∼ 0.24 dex lower than non-compact star-forming galaxies at high z, our low-z CDS galaxies display SSFRs similar to non-compact star-forming galaxies in RESOLVE, as confirmed by a two-sample K-S test (Figure 10 ). This result may imply that while star formation has universally slowed toward the present-day, the compact dwarf starburst population has been differentially less affected. However, the very different mass distribution of the Barro et al. sample (selected to have M * > 10 10 M ) is an uncontrolled factor in this comparison; our CDS galaxies are in a mass regime of continual fueling, while some of the Barro et al. (2013) blue nuggets may have started to quench. Analyzing a z ∼ 0 sample selected more similarly to the Barro et al. sample, Wang et al. (2018) compare the star formation rates of compact and non-compact star-forming galaxies above M * = 10 9.5 M Figure 9 . Left column: Position of low-z CDS galaxies in plots of SSFR vs. Σ 1.5 , Σ e , and µ ∆ . Right column: Plots of the "∆" quantities as in Figure 7 of Barro et al. (2017) . These ∆ quantities may be thought of as residuals from the star-formation main sequence and structural relation power laws. The blue arrow in the middle right plot qualitatively represents the trajectory of redshift evolution over z ∼ 3.0 − 0.5 in Figure 6 of Barro et al. (2017) . We find that our µ ∆ cutoff from §2.1.2 corresponds to effective cutoffs in both Σ 1.5 and Σ e space (vertical dotted lines). However, the spread of points in the ∆µ ∆ plot (bottom right panel) is larger than for the other density metrics. This difference is due to the contrast term in µ ∆ , which is sensitive to galaxies with compact cores. Grayscale contours are as in . Distribution of RESOLVE galaxy SSFRs revealing that non-compact and compact star-forming galaxies follow same distribution of specific star formation rates at z ∼ 0. In contrast, Barro et al. (2013) find that high-z blue nuggets exhibit lower SS-FRs than high-z non-compact star-forming galaxies (their Figure  4) . and see little effect of compactness on SSFR in the mass range between 10 (Figure 7) . Another uncontrolled factor in this comparison is our choice to impose the same SSFR restriction as Barro et al. (2013) in order to capture the most intense present-day starbursting galaxies. Using the top panel of Figure 4 from Behroozi et al. (2013) to extrapolate from the Barro et al. (2013) median log SSFR of ∼ 0.1, we might expect to see more than a dex in the downsizing of the SSFR distribution from z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 0. Although we only observe a decrease of about ∼ 0.4 dex, our median z = 0 SSFR sits ∼ 0.3 dex above the limiting SSFR restriction, suggesting the possibility that we have excluded a more weakly starbursting tail of the z ∼ 0 CDS galaxy population.
In order to probe this possibility, we lower our SSFR restriction to log(SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) > −1.5, in line with the approximate SSFR expected for M * ∼ 10 9 M as shown in Behroozi et al. 2013 (their Figure 4) . We find that this enlarged sample includes an additional 60 galaxies, for a total sample size of 110. The enlarged sample exhibits a mean log SSFR of −0.56, or about 0.28 dex below the original CDS galaxy sample. We note that this sample may be contaminated by galaxies formed in scenarios other than compaction, for example group infall or tidal harassment. Indeed, we observe that 23 of the 60 additional galaxies (∼38%) in the enlarged sample occupy groups with N > 1, and 18 of the 60 (∼30%) are satellites. Additionally, only 19 of the 60 (∼31%) have gas-to-stellar mass ratios exceeding unity, compared to 34 of the 50 (∼68%) of the original CDS galaxies (see §4.1.1). Thus, the frequency of compaction-formed CDS galaxies may be higher than estimated in §4.1.3 by up to a factor of ∼1.8, but using the same high SSFR cutoff adopted at high z by Barro et al. ensures a sample dominated by compaction-formed objects.
Morphological and Kinematic Constraints on Possible Formation by Compaction
By definition, blue nuggets form as the result of fast-track gas-compaction events, as described in Dekel & Burkert (2014) . In the high-z universe, when cold gas mass fractions were much higher than at the present-day, either colliding streams or gas-rich mergers could provide sufficient gas to drive compaction. However, it is unclear whether both of these blue nugget formation mechanisms are still prevalent in the low-z universe. To probe the formation mechanisms of low-z CDS galaxies, we examine three indicators of the two modes of compaction: prolateness, which is associated with formation in filamentary streams; structural disturbances, such as double nuclei and tidal streams, which are associated with formation in galaxy mergers; and abnormal kinematics, which may reveal evidence of either prolate structure (reflected in minor axis rotation) or recent mergers (reflected in multi-component velocity fields).
Prolateness and Blue Nugget Morphology
As shown by Ceverino et al. (2015) and Tomassetti et al. (2016) , simulated blue nuggets display elongation aligned with the cosmic web structure in which they form, linking the colliding stream formation scenario to prolate morphology, which becomes oblate as the simulated nuggets quench and dynamically relax into red nuggets ( §1). Observations of z > 1.5 red nuggets do show fairly high median projected axial ratios (median b/a ∼ 0.67 in van der Wel et al. 2011 and ∼0.54 in Barro et al. 2013 ), but two-component fits suggest most are flattened disks (van der Wel et al. 2011) . Also contrary to the prolate-to-oblate narrative for blue-to-red nugget evolution, Barro et al. (2013) find higher (rounder) median projected axial ratios for blue nuggets (∼0.65), which they interpret as possible evidence of disk regrowth as red nuggets form after gas-rich mergers. Nonetheless, van der Wel et al. (2014) do find observational evidence for the predicted prolate morphologies, using the statistics of projected axial ratios to infer 3D shape distributions in survey data ranging over redshifts 0 < z < 2.5. The prolate galaxy fraction increases toward higher redshifts and lower masses, with the highest fractions found in the dwarf regime below M * ∼ 10 9.5 M , where a non-zero fraction persists down to z ∼ 0.
The RESOLVE z ∼ 0 CDS sample is selected in this optimal M * < 10 9.5 M regime for prolate morphology. However, the median CDS projected axial ratio is b/a ∼ 0.73 ± 0.03 (adopting the standard error σ med = 1.253 σ √ N where σ is the standard deviation on b/a and N is sample size). For a comparison sample selected only on mass, the median axial ratio is b/a ∼ 0.61 ± 0.01, meaning our CDS galaxies appear rounder than the general population of dwarfs at z ∼ 0 (see Figure 11 . Distribution of RESOLVE CDS projected axial ratios. The median axial ratio of b/a ∼ 0.73 is slightly more spheroidal than the median axial ratio of b/a ∼ 0.65 for high-z blue nuggets (Barro et al. 2013) . The steep drop-off in the distribution below b/a ∼ 0.5 suggests CDS galaxies are less disky than the general dwarf population; few if any seem to be prolate. Figure 11 ), consistent with Barro et al. (2013) . Our sample shows no correlation between projected axial ratio and central/satellite status. We do note that our comparison to Barro et al. (2013) is somewhat biased, as our axial ratios are derived from ellipse fits to SDSS imaging with typical seeing ∼1. 6 , and the seeing necessarily affects compact galaxies more than the general population. The blurring is significant but not overwhelming: for the CDS sample the median 90% light major-axis diameter is ∼16 , about 10 times the typical SDSS seeing of ∼1 -2 , while the smallest 90% light major-axis diameter is half that, ∼8 . These results suggest that prolate morphology is most likely rare to nonexistent in our low-z CDS sample, which is consistent with the small prolate fraction inferred by van der Wel et al. (2014) at z ∼ 0.
Merger Classification with DECaLS
To constrain the occurrence rate of recent mergers in the RESOLVE low-z CDS sample, we performed by-eye classification using DECaLS DR7 images and model residuals as described in §3.1. The CDS galaxy sample has a median score of 2.0 (representing "ambiguous non-merger") and ∼36.0 +8.0 −7.3 % of CDS galaxies are "possible" mergers (defined by average score ≥ 2.5). For a control sample consisting of 125 RESOLVE galaxies matching the mass and morphology selection of our CDS galaxies, but having less extreme SSFRs, we find a median score of 1.0 (representing "definite non-merger") and ∼15.2 +4.0 −3.2 % of the control galaxies are "possible" mergers. Here two-sided one-sigma confidence intervals are numerically calculated using the equations set forth in Gehrels (1986) for binomial upper and lower limits. "Likely" mergers, defined by average score ≥3.5, constitute ∼10.0 +6.2 −4.2 % of the CDS sample and ∼4.8 +2.8 −1.9 % of the control sample. Figure 12 shows the distribution of scores for both populations. A two-sample K-S test confirms that the data are unlikely to be drawn from the same parent distribution Figure 12 . Distributions of merger classification scores for the CDS and control galaxy samples. A two-sample K-S test returns a p-value of ∼2 × 10 −4 , confirming that these data are unlikely to come from the same parent distribution. The median score is 1.0 for the control galaxies compared to 2.0 for the CDS galaxies. Moreover, there are roughly twice as many "likely" mergers, i.e., galaxies with average score ≥3.5, in the CDS sample than in the control sample (∼10% versus ∼5%, respectively).
CDS Galaxies Control
(p-value ∼ 2 × 10 −4 ). The independent DECaLS DR8 classifications mentioned in §3.1 yield medians identical to those from our DR7 classifications for both the CDS and control samples separately. Statistics computed from the DR8 classifications reveal similar frequencies of "possible" and "likely" mergers in the CDS sample (∼36% and ∼14%, respectively), but slightly lower frequencies in the control sample (∼8% and ∼2.4%, respectively).
The ∼ 2× higher frequency of visually-obvious merger evidence seen in CDS galaxies compared to the control sample is consistent with the merger origin proposed for blue nugget formation. A significant fraction of simulated high-z nuggets are also characterized as forming via (mostly minor) mergers, while others are characterized as forming via colliding streams (Zolotov et al. 2015) . To our knowledge, previous observational and theoretical works have not addressed the possibility of colliding gas streams producing features typically associated with mergers, such as tidal streams or double nuclei. Tomassetti et al. (2016) , Ceverino et al. (2015) , Tacchella et al. (2016) , and Zolotov et al. (2015) do not discuss such features in their simulations. Likewise, Williams et al. (2014) and Barro et al. (2013) do not discuss the appearance of such features in their observations. However, Hood et al. (2018) do note a higher rate of tidal features in gas-rich galaxies than can be explained by known companion interactions.
Kinematic Structure
We obtained follow-up 3D spectroscopic observations for seven CDS galaxies with the GMOS IFU, SAM FP, and/or SIFS (described in §2.3). As seen in Figure 13 and detailed in the individual galaxy notes in Appendix B, the internal structure and dynamics of the observed CDS galaxies can be quite varied and intricate. The four SIFS observations are somewhat shallow, but reveal two cases of double nuclei seen in both continuum and Hα maps (rs0463 and rs1259), plus one more double nucleus seen just in Hα (rf0363). The higher SNR GMOS and SAM FP data reveal a fourth double nucleus (rf0250) corresponding to a distinct inner kinematic component in the velocity field. Two of the four galaxies with IFU-detected double nuclei (rf0363 and rf0250) are also classified as "likely" mergers based on DECaLS DR7 residuals, with visually discernible double nuclei ( §4.2.2) . The lack of visually obvious double-nucleus signatures in the DECaLS residuals for the other two galaxies, rs0463 and rs1259, may simply result from inadequate seeing; these nuclei are separated by about an arcsecond in the SIFS maps (see Figure 13 ), comparable to the typical seeing of DECaLS. The SIFS data for two of these four double-nucleus galaxies (rf0363 and rs1259) suggest single-component minor-axis rotation, plausibly consistent with prolate structure, which is in both cases oddly perpendicular to the alignment axis of the apparent double nucleus. In addition, GMOS/SAM FP data for both rf0250 and a fifth galaxy (rf0266) show signatures of two distinct minor and major axis rotation components at different radii. The SAM FP velocity field for a sixth galaxy (rs0804) reveals a previously unknown merging smaller dwarf companion. Thus, in all, at least 6 of the 7 galaxies show peculiarities in their 3D spectroscopy suggestive of recent or ongoing mergers. Four galaxies have minor axis rotation, which might by itself indicate prolateness due to formation in colliding streams ( §4.2.1). However, in two cases the minor axis rotation coexists with major axis rotation and in the other two it coexists with apparent double nuclei aligned with the major axis. We conclude that although a merger formation scenario is favored, formation in colliding streams is not ruled out in a few cases.
DISCUSSION
To review, within the volume-limited RESOLVE survey, we have identified a population of 50 low-redshift compact dwarf starburst (CDS) galaxies that have the same minimum SSFR used to identify high-z blue nuggets, compactness equivalent to spheroid or bulged disk morphologies, and masses below M * < 10 9.5 M , in the regime where rapid halo gas cooling and prolate galaxies are expected to persist to z ∼ 0 (e.g., Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Kannappan et al. 2013; Dekel & Burkert 2014; van der Wel et al. 2014) . We have argued that the numerical frequency, low halo masses < 10 11.5 M , gas-dominated composition, relative compactness in the mass-size relation, and SSFR and surface density distributions of RESOLVE CDS galaxies all match predicted and/or observed expectations for low-z blue nuggets ( §4.1).
Since a defining feature of blue nuggets is their formation via gas-rich compaction events, we have also examined evidence for prolate morphology, disturbed features in photometry, and unusual kinematic structure to assess whether CDS galaxies form by either of the two main channels of compaction, gas-rich mergers or colliding cosmic streams ( §4.2). Based on DECaLS imaging alone, ∼36% (or ∼10%) of RESOLVE CDS galaxies are "possible" (or "likely") mergers, having average classification scores ≥2.5 (or 3.5), compared to ∼15.2% (or ∼4.8%) of control galaxies matched in mass and compactness but having lower SSFRs. These visual merger classifications clearly represent a lower limit, as only two of seven CDS galaxies with follow-up 3D spectroscopy are classified as possible mergers in DECaLS photometry, but the follow-up 3D spectroscopy suggest mergers in at least 4 additional cases, for a total of at least 6 out of 7 galaxies with some evidence of past or present disturbance. All of these results are consistent with a gas-rich dwarf merger origin for the majority of CDS galaxies. We have also seen that CDS galaxies live in similar environments to the general dwarf population, if anything showing greater isolation (Figure 7 and  §4.1.1) , consistent with merger remnant status.
We find no clear evidence for the colliding gas streams formation scenario. RESOLVE CDS galaxies occupy halos in the mass regime of rapid cold gas accretion at z = 0 (M halo ≤ 10 11.5 M , e.g., Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Lu et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013 ), but whether that accretion might take filamentary form remains to be seen. The colliding streams mechanism would need to mimic merger-like kinematic and photometric features to constitute a major formation channel; this possibility has not yet been explored with simulations. Moreover, the CDS galaxy axial ratio distribution is not obviously consistent with the prolateness expected for colliding stream formation, as discussed in §4.2.1. On the other hand, evidence for pure minoraxis rotation possibly linked to prolateness is seen in two of the seven CDS galaxies with 3D spectroscopy ( §4.2.3) , with the odd caveat that they also show double nuclei perpendicular to the rotation direction, possibly but not convincingly suggesting merger activity. This ambiguous evidence for prolateness, combined with the gas richness and isolated environments of our CDS galaxies, leaves open the possibility that the colliding stream channel of fast-track growth may persist at a low level. This channel is expected to be suppressed at late epochs with the decreasing cosmic gas density of the universe as well as the thickening of cosmic filaments after z ∼ 2 − 3 ( §4.1.1; Dekel & Birnboim 2006 ). However, van der Wel et al. (2014 find that galaxies in the cyclic refueling regime, which have high prolate fractions at high z, have residual nonzero prolate fractions all the way to z ∼ 0.
The likelihood that the fast-track channel itself evolves over cosmic time is suggested by other considerations as well. Present-day gas-rich mergers do not create the level of compactness typical of high-z blue and red nuggets ( §4.1.2). Our CDS galaxies are less compact and more modestly starforming than more massive high-z blue nuggets, in line with the redshift and mass trends predicted in Zolotov et al. (2015) and observed in Barro et al. (2013) and Fang et al. (2013) . Yet even within the context of this finding, our CDS galaxies cannot be characterized as examples of slow-track evolution. Their compact structures, gas-dominated composition, and abundant merger signatures clearly suggest formation by compaction. They occupy the z ∼ 0 halo mass regime of rapid gas accretion, and their specific star formation rates are consistent with the lower end of SSFRs observed for high-z blue nuggets ( §4.1.4). We propose that their reduced-intensity evolution may be usefully thought of as moderated fast-track evolution. The shift from fasttrack to moderated fast-track growth is likely the result of the lower cold gas inventories and lower merger rates of the Figure 13 . Same as previous page. The effects of CCD ghosting are evident as horizontal smearing in the continuum images for these galaxies, which were observed in the 2018A semester.
z ∼ 0 universe, along with the likely suppression of the colliding streams mode of compaction as cosmic filaments grow too large to penetrate hot halos at low z. Blue nuggets forming via low-z moderated fast-track growth may ultimately evolve differently than high-z blue nuggets, even in the low-mass regime of cyclic refueling probed by our CDS sample. Whereas high-z blue nuggets likely cycle through compaction episodes so quickly that they do not have time to build "normal" disk structure prior to quenching (consistent with the greater prevalence of disks in red rather than blue nuggets at high z; van der Wel et al. 2011; Barro et al. 2013 ), low-z blue nuggets may be able to evolve into unquenched disk galaxies.
Precisely such evolution is seen for blue E/S0s and BCDs in the "Fueling Diagram" of Stark et al. (2013) . Stark et al. show that galaxies in the low-z universe occupy three branches of a triangle-shaped locus in the parameter space of global molecular-to-atomic gas ratio, H 2 /HI, vs. bluecenteredness, a mass-corrected metric of color gradient. The authors argue that galaxies on the right branch of the Fueling Diagram, which is populated by low-mass blue-sequence E/S0s and BCDs, represent the late stages of gas-rich dwarfdwarf mergers. These objects follow a track of increasing blue-centeredness paired with decreasing H 2 /HI, consistent with depletion of molecular gas by star formation consumption or feedback. Galaxies on the lower branch of the Fu-eling Diagram begin with properties similar to those on the right branch (e.g., many are low-mass blue E/S0s) and maintain depressed H 2 /HI ratios moving leftward toward increased red-centeredness in the diagram. However, at the same time these galaxies increase in total gas-to-stellar-mass ratio. Stark et al. (2013) ultimately conclude that this trend is consistent with outer-disk rebuilding and show it coincides with a transition to spiral-type morphology.
The moderated fast-track evolution we propose for low-z blue nuggets likely parallels the story of right-branch galaxies in the Fueling Diagram. We predict that follow-up molecular gas observations will reveal that present-day CDS galaxies fall on the right branch of this diagram, and the handful that do not appear to be gas-dominated in Figure 7 may in fact prove to be gas-dominated once molecular gas is included. Although we lack molecular hydrogen data, we do find that CDS galaxies are, on average, more blue centered than the general RESOLVE dwarf population. CDS galaxies, blue E/S0s, and BCDs mutually overlap in parameter space (e.g., as seen in the mass-radius relation, Figure 8 ; see also Kannappan et al. 2009 and references therein) . Recent literature (e.g., Pustilnik et al. 2001; Bekki 2008; Kannappan et al. 2009; Stark et al. 2013 ) has pointed to minor and/or gas-rich mergers as a primary driver of blue E/S0 and BCD formation and evolution. Blue E/S0s preferentially occupy low-density environments and low-mass halos in the rapid accretion, gas-dominated regime (Kannappan et al. 2009; Wei et al. 2010a; Moffett et al. 2015) . Moreover, low-mass blue E/S0s occupy a "sweet spot" for disk rebuilding, with both abundant gas and high surface mass density promoting efficient star formation (Kannappan et al. 2009; Wei et al. 2010a,b) . In their environmental study of BCDs, Pustilnik et al. (2001) show that the majority of their BCD sample (∼ 80%) exist in the vicinity of a tidally interacting neighbor or exhibit merger morphology, suggesting that BCD evolution and starbursts are primarily driven by external factors in the majority of cases.
This last result highlights a key caveat in identifying CDS galaxies with blue E/S0s or BCDs -the latter are more broadly defined, without our extreme SSFR requirement, so can include objects on their way to quenching via tidal interactions with large neighbors or cluster environments (e.g., Rose et al. 2001; Pustilnik et al. 2001; Lisker et al. 2006) . In contrast, our CDS sample is unquenched and starbursting by design ( §2.1.2), resulting in an indirect selection for isolated environments and low-mass halos (Figure 7 , §4.1.1). Only 7 of the 50 CDS galaxies in Figure 7 exist near massive companions. Thus their complex photometric and kinematic structures are strong evidence of merger-driven formation, whereas tidal interactions may play a larger role in the formation and/or quenching of blue E/S0s and BCDs in dense environments. In general, blue E/S0s follow a looser mass-size relation than CDS galaxies (Figure 8) , likely because blue E/S0s encompass a wider range of evolutionary states, including the lower branch of the fueling diagram associated with post-merger disk regrowth. Given that RE-SOLVE's CDS galaxies fall almost entirely within the locus of blue E/S0s in the mass-size plot, it is likely that low-mass, merger-formed blue E/S0s evolve through an initial moderated fast-track growth phase as transient blue nuggets before continuing on to build disks and evolve into "normal" galaxies.
We note however that our CDS sample is more narrowly defined in mass than both blue E/S0s and the higher-mass extension of BCDs, luminous blue compact galaxies (BCGs), which are rare at z ∼ 0. Blue E/S0s and luminous BCGs can have masses well above the gas-richness threshold scale at M * ∼ 10 9.5 M (e.g., Schawinski et al. 2009; Kannappan et al. 2009; Östlin et al. 2015; Randriamampandry et al. 2017) . Detailed studies (Östlin et al. 2004; Marquart et al. 2007; Cumming et al. 2008; Östlin et al. 2015) of BCGs in the local universe have shown that these objects regularly exhibit irregular kinematics and secondary dynamical components akin to those we see in §4.2.3, consistent with merger formation, although some BCGs are also observed to have companions (Östlin et al. 2004; Cumming et al. 2008 ). For galaxies above M * ∼ 10 9.5 M however, merger-driven compaction in z ∼ 0 galaxies appears closely tied to quenching by gas depletion (Wang et al. 2018) . Consistent with this picture, low-z blue E/S0s show declining evidence for disk rebuilding in the mass range M * ∼ 10 9.5−10.5 M and seem to form almost entirely via quenching mergers at higher masses (Kannappan et al. 2009; Schawinski et al. 2009 ).
At lower masses, green peas -dense star-forming galaxies with unusually powerful and broad [OIII] 5007Å lines at 0.112 z 0.360 first published by Cardamone et al. (2009) -are another galaxy class with features potentially evocative of higher-z blue nuggets. In a population study, Cardamone et al. (2009) calculate a median stellar mass of ∼10 9.5 M for green peas, with a range of 10 8.5 − 10 10.5 M . Additionally, Cardamone et al. (2009) find that green pea mass-doubling times span ∼ 0.1-1 Gyr. Our median SSFR of ∼0.530 Gyr −1 (see Figure 10 ) is equivalent to a massdoubling time of ∼1.88 Gyr, and the shortest mass-doubling times we measure approach only ∼0.5 Gyr. Given the universal decrease in star formation activity between the epoch of green peas and today, CDS galaxies may simply represent lower-z analogues of green peas that reflect star-formation downsizing. However, 3D spectroscopy of individual green pea galaxies reveals examples both with and without merger signatures, leaving open the possibility that some green pea starbursts may be fueled by colliding gas streams (Lofthouse et al. 2017) .
Overall, the above comparisons to blue E/S0s, BCDs/BCGs, and green peas suggest that the likely evolutionary trajectory of our candidate low-z blue nuggets may be rather different from the trajectory of high-z blue nuggets, even in the gas-rich regime below the threshold scale, M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M . As presented in both simulations and observations, it would appear that the extreme compaction inherent in high-z fast-track evolution entails rapid, cyclic compaction-driven starburst activity until a galaxy's halo grows to the point of enabling quiescence and red nugget formation above the threshold scale. In contrast, the milder moderated fast-track evolution we see at low z may allow CDS galaxies to rebuild disks with less interruption, so they have the potential to evolve into the typical starforming disk galaxies we see in the local universe.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have explored the existence, properties, and formation of low-z blue nuggets within a sample of compact dwarf starburst (CDS) galaxies in the RESOLVE survey, a volume-limited census of z ∼ 0 galaxies complete down to baryonic (stellar+cold gas) mass ∼ 10 9.2 M . We have identified 50 CDS galaxies at z ∼ 0 by criteria that should select residual blue nuggets in the regime where repeated regeneration of blue nuggets is expected ( §2.1.2 and Figure 2) : all have dwarf stellar mass (M * < 10 9.5 M ), compact morphology (µ ∆ > 8.6, consistent with spheroid or bulged disk), and starburst activity above the lower cutoff defining high-z blue nuggets (log(SSFR [Gyr −1 ]) > −0.5). If these galaxies indeed constitute a residual tail of the blue nugget phenomenon, three properties should characterize them -compactness relative to contemporaneous galaxies, an upper halo mass limit of M vir ∼ 10 11.5 M implying abundant gas, and formation via gas-rich mergers or other intense gas-compaction channels ( §1).
• Consistent with their selection and potential identity as blue nuggets, CDS galaxies have 0.7 dex higher surface mass densities than other RESOLVE dwarfs §4.1.2. They lie on a tight ridge in the mass-size relation (Figure 8 ). • Although not selected on halo mass or gas content, ∼86% of our CDS galaxies are found to reside in halos below M halo ∼ 10 11.5 M . As expected for blue nuggets in this halo mass regime, ∼68% of CDS galaxies have atomic gasto-stellar mass ratios M gas /M * > 1 (Figure 7, left) , with only ∼10% appearing gas poor. The seven CDS galaxies that friends-of-friends group-finding identifies as satellites in larger halos also have M gas /M * 1, suggesting either recent infall, as indicated by their high atomic-gas fractions, or group-finding errors ( §4.1.1).
• A search for merger evidence in high-resolution DECaLS imaging reveals ∼2× as many mergers in the CDS galaxy sample vs. in a control sample selected identically in mass and morphology but with lower SSFRs, specifically ∼36.0% vs. ∼15.2% "possible" mergers and ∼10.0% vs. ∼4.8% "likely" mergers, respectively (see §4.2.2). • We have performed follow-up 3D spectroscopy with the GMOS IFU, SAM FP, and SIFS for seven low-z CDS galaxies. Consistent with formation via gas-rich dwarf mergers, the velocity fields and continuum maps reveal double nuclei and/or disturbed kinematics (such as multi-component rotation and an ongoing kinematicallydetected merger) in at least six of the seven (Figure 13 ). The DECaLS data reveal merger signatures in only two of these seven galaxies, suggesting that the DECaLS classifications constitute a lower limit on the frequency of recent mergers in the CDS sample. • The distribution of nearest-neighbor distances for CDS galaxies follows that of the general RESOLVE survey, with if anything slightly greater isolation (Figure 7, right) . Along with the aforementioned results, this isolation supports the idea that the majority of CDS galaxies are gasrich dwarf merger remnants. • Our results neither favor nor rule out the persistence of a compaction channel involving colliding gas streams in rare cases. The CDS sample shows a distribution of projected axial ratios suggestive of oblate (rather than prolate) morphology ( §4.2.1 and Figure 11 ). Our 3D spectroscopy reveals minor-axis rotation in four of seven CDS galaxies, but it is combined with major axis rotation in multi-component velocity fields and/or double nuclei in all cases ( §4.2.3 and Figure 13 ). These results are inconclusive and leave open the possibility of a residual population of prolate blue nuggets formed by colliding streams at z ∼ 0, consistent with van der Wel et al. (2014) . • Our z ∼ 0 CDS galaxies exhibit surface densities ( §4.1.2), approximate numerical frequency ( §4.1.3), and SSFRs ( §4.1.4, Figure 10 ) consistent with prior predictions and observations of redshift evolution in blue nuggets (Barro et al. 2013; Fang et al. 2013; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015) . With the SSFR and compactness cuts used in this paper, CDS galaxies have ∼0.4 dex lower median SSFR and ∼1 dex lower median surface mass density compared to the high-z blue nuggets of Barro et al. (2013) . • We show that lowering our SSFR restriction to compensate for evolution in the star-forming main sequence from high z (see Behroozi et al. 2013) introduces an additional 60 galaxies to the sample. This enlarged sample has median SSFR ∼0.5 dex lower than the Barro et al. sample . However, about a third of the newly added galaxies are satellites in massive halos with substantially lower gas-tostellar mass ratios than our original CDS sample. Since we are interested in starburst activity driven by gas compaction, as opposed to other mechanisms such as group infall or tidal harassment, our original higher SSFR cut is more useful for isolating the blue nugget phenomenon ( §4.1.4).
In keeping with the less extreme compactness and star formation rates observed in low-z CDS galaxies relative to high-z blue nuggets, we have suggested that the blue nugget formation channel has itself evolved over time ( §5). We call this channel moderated fast-track evolution, to distinguish it both from the qualitatively more violent fast track inferred at high z and from the more gradual slow track observed for most present-day galaxies. We argue that this moderated fast-track has been observed in the Fueling Diagram of Stark et al. (2013) , which plots molecular-to-atomic gas ratio vs. blue-centeredness. Stark et al. argue that blue E/S0s and BCDs occupy the right branch of the Fueling Diagram during the late starburst stages of gas-rich dwarf mergers, then evolve along the lower branch during the post-starburst stages of gas accretion and disk regrowth. Based on their likely gas-rich dwarf merger origin, CDS galaxies should occupy the right branch of the Fueling Diagram. Intriguingly, Figure 7 shows that a small minority of CDS galaxies are not gas-dominated based on atomic gas data alone, which may reflect either temporary depletion or significant unmeasured molecular gas as expected for upper right branch galaxies in the Fueling Diagram. We also find that CDS galaxies fall within the locus of blue E/S0s in the mass-size relation (Figure 8) , defining a tighter relation as expected for a narrower range of evolutionary states. This analogy suggests that lowz, low-mass blue nuggets will not become red nuggets, but instead follow the path of blue E/S0s in rebuilding disks and becoming "normal" disk galaxies (see also Kannappan et al. 2009; Moffett et al. 2015) .
In brief, we have demonstrated that the blue nugget evolutionary story has a residual tail that extends even into the present-day universe. The moderated fast-track evolution of these low-z objects suggests that the violent compaction events that drove rapid galaxy evolution and star formation in the early universe still exist to some extent at the present epoch, particularly in the form of gas-rich dwarf mergers. However, the resulting low-z blue nuggets cannot evolve to the densities of high-z red nuggets and indeed seem more likely to be early progenitors of normal disk galaxies. tinct rotation components, misaligned with respect to each other by about 90 degrees, as identified by eye. The SAM FP velocity field does not show two components clearly, likely due to the lower SNR observations toward the outskirts of the galaxy and worse seeing conditions. Nevertheless, the continuum and Hα flux maps from both the GMOS IFU and SAM FP reveal a single nucleus.
B2 rf0250
As in the case of rf0266, the GMOS IFU observations of rf0250 reveal multiple misaligned rotation components. The slightly lower fidelity SAM FP observations have primarily revealed the inner component of rotation in the higher surface-brightness region of the galaxy. Moreover, both the SAM FP and GMOS IFU Hα flux maps reveal a double nucleus, also seen in the SAM FP continuum. The positions of the two distinct nuclear peaks align with the peaks of the inner velocity curve, suggesting not only that the observed misalignment is a real, physical feature but also that rf0250 likely formed as the result of recent merger activity.
B3 rs0804
The low-z CDS galaxy rs0804 provides a unique and informative example, as it is in the beginning stages of a minor merger. The presence of a smaller companion is immediately evident in the velocity field and Hα flux map. The companion is just barely visible in the continuum image, as the narrow spectral window of SAM FP prevents adequate sampling of a wide section of continuum. The velocity maps for this galaxy, which are re-zeroed for both the main galaxy and its companion, reveal distinct and approximately orthogonal rotation patterns in each object, supporting the idea that the two objects are distinct galaxies, rather than the smaller being a stripped off gas cloud or structural anomaly.
B4 rs1103
The low-z CDS galaxy rs1103 is quite small in spatial extent in comparison to the other CDS galaxies. The low SNR of these observations (since these data were taken during bright time) has allowed us to capture the velocity field within only the high surface brightness nuclear region of the galaxy. As such, while we do observe a possibly anomalous redshifted peak near the center of the galaxy, potentially indicative of recent accretion, we do not observe multiple misaligned rotation components in the velocity field, nor evidence for a double nucleus in either the continuum or Hα flux maps. (However, the continuum map is not shown due to extremely low SNR.)
B5 rf0363
SIFS observations of the low-z CDS galaxy rf0363 reveal that the galaxy is experience particularly strong bursts of star formation in two distinct knots near the nucleus of the galaxy, as revealed by the Hα flux map. The presence of only a single concentration of light in the continuum image might suggest that these Hα flux concentrations may not be a true double nucleus; however the continuum DECaLS image for this galaxy shows three knots, two of which are aligned in the same sense as seen in the Hα imaging. The two knots seen in both DECaLS and Hα are aligned along the major axis, whereas the third knot is in the minor axis direction. The direction of the velocity gradient is also along the minor axis, consistent with possible prolate structure. These observations leave open the possibility that the starburst may be driven by either cosmic gas accretion or a recent gas-rich merger.
B6 rs0463
Distinct double nuclei features appear in both the continuum and Hα maps for rs0463. The southwesterly nucleus is also evident as a separate concentration in both SDSS and DECaLS imaging. The velocity map for this galaxy shows evidence of perturbation, particularly in the northerly, blueshifted region. This region appears to have a redshifted outflow which approximately corresponds in position with the northerly double nucleus.
B7 rs1259
This galaxy also exhibits evidence for a double nucleus. As in rf0363, it has a pair of knots aligned with the major axis, whereas the rotation is along the minor axis. However in rs1259 there are only two knots, which are seen in both the SIFS continuum and Hα maps. DECaLS imaging appears to have insufficient resolution to separate these knots. Again, the juxtaposition of double nuclei along the major axis with minor-axis rotation leaves open both gas compaction scenarios.
APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF ∆ QUANTITIES
In §4.1.2, we calculate three "∆" quantities as defined in Barro et al. (2017) :
Lastly, we can calculate ∆SFR as:
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